Gaia mission will reduce uncertainties by more than a factor of five and permit definitive assignments of transiting planets to the habitable zones of Kepler stars.
that the planet orbits in the HZ is the sum of the probabilities for those models having 66 irradiances within the HZ limits, divided by the total probability for all models.
67
Bayesian estimation of stellar parameters has been applied to the KIC (Brown et al. ). In addition, it uses the duration and probability of planet transits to constrain 74 stellar density (Plavchan et al. 2012) .
75
I applied this procedure to the catalog of 2740 confirmed and candidate planets around 1999).
92
I compared up to six colors constructed with respect to the r magnitude. According
93
to Bayes' theorem, the probability P i that the ith model (hypothesis) is supported by the 94 photometry is equal to the probability that the colors c j can be produced by the model,
95
multipled by a prior function p i . Assuming gaussian-distributed errors in photometry, that 96 probability is
where the summation is over up to six colors,ĉ j are the synthetic colors, σ j are the 98 photometric errors, k j is the interstellar reddening coefficient for the color, and E the total number of models considered to 657,347.
125
Once the best-fit model with the maximum P was found, additional models (typically 126 a few dozen) with neighboring (difference less than 1.5 times the grid spacing) values of metallicity, and distance modulus µ = m − M were constructed using the distributions of 137 dwarf stars (log g > 4) with K p < 16 synthesized using TRILEGAL (Vanhollebeke et al. 
141
The (mostly default) values for key TRILEGAL parameters are the same as used in
142
Gaidos & Mann (2013).
143
The resulting prior distributions ( Fig. 1) have a median metallicity of -0.13, median age 144 of 3.9 Gyr, and median µ = 11.2 (∼1740 pc for the resulting disagrement between measured and model colors (Eqn. 1).
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Constraints from the planet transit

173
The transit duration τ and orbital period P K of a transiting planet constrain stellar 174 density (Plavchan et al. 2012 ) and can be used as an additional prior for stellar models. In 175 the case of Kepler low-cadence data, the constraint is weakened by a lack of information 176 about the orbit, specifically independent determination of the orbital eccentricity e and the 177 transit impact parameter b. The transit duration D is:
where the stellar free-fall time is τ = 2 R * 3 /(πGM * ), G is the gravitational constant, and
179
φ is the argument of periastron relative to the line of sight to the star. Given D and P K 180 and a value for τ for each stellar model, e can be written as a function of b and φ:
where ∆ ≡ D/(τ 2/3 P 1/3 ). The eccentricity was calculated over a uniform grid of b ∈ n(e) = e σ 2 e −e 2 /(2σ 2 ) ,
was assumed, with e = σ π/2. Such a distribution has been used in a previous analysis 
To account for finite errors in transit duration, the prior can be calculated using multiple 
A planet is defined to be in the HZ if I out <Ī < I in , where the irradiance of the inner edge
199
of the HZ for a 50% cloud-covered planet with efficient heat re-distribution is (Selsis et al. 
2007)
201
I in = 0.68 − 2.7619 × 10
and the outer edge is:
where Θ ≡T * − 5700. These functions account for two major factors that introduce a radius of a transiting planet also scales linearly with the estimated radius of the host star.
227
The radii of distant Kepler stars cannot be directly measured, but spectroscopic values of 228 T * and surface gravity log g, the latter related to R * , are available for some Kepler stars 
247
One possibility is that the photometric source is a blend resolved by spectroscopy, or that Bailer-Jones (2011), but without the benefit of parallaxes.
254
Photometry-based estimates of log g are more discrepant with spectroscopic values,
255
although an overall correlation is apparent (Fig. 4) . 
where the first and second sums are over systems with and without detected planets with 385 R p > 2R ⊕ and P < 245 d in the HZ, respectively, d ik is the probability of detecting a 386 planet in the HZ of the ith star described by the kth model, and represents the weighted 387 average over all relevant models.
388
The detection completeness of the Kepler survey for planets wth R p < 2R ⊕ is still 389 being established. I estimated η for R p > 0.8R ⊕ by first computing the value for R p > 2R ⊕ , 390 then adjusting by the ratio 2.5 of R P > 0.8R ⊕ to R p > 2R ⊕ planets with P < 85 d planets 391 based on be assumed regardless because of severe incompleteness for small planets on wider orbits.
394
I calculated d as the product of the geometric probability of transiting d transit , averaged 395 2 KIC log g is sometimes unreliable, but is usually an overestimate, and thus few dwarf stars are excluded.
-20 -over the HZ, and the fraction of planets d signal with R P > 2R ⊕ that would produce a transit 396 large enough to be detected. For planets on circular orbits that are log-distributed with P 397 by a power-law with index β, the orbit-averaged geometric detection probability is:
where P in , P out , and P max are the orbital periods at the inner and outer edges of the 399 habitable zone and either the outer edge or the maximum period of the survey (245 d),
400
respectively. These also depend on the luminosity and mass of the stellar model.
401
Based on a power-law distribution wth log radius (Howard et al. 2012 ), the fraction 402 of planets d signal generating a detectable transit was taken to be (R min /2R ⊕ ) −1.92 , if
403
R min > 2R ⊕ , or unity otherwise. R min is the minimum radius for detection (SNR = 7.1):
where CDPP 6 is the average 6 hr Combined Differential Photometric Precision over Q1-8
405
(in ppm), D is the transit duration at the inner edge of the HZ, and N is the number 406 of transits in 2 yr for a planet with P in . Figure 9 shows a scatterplot and cumulative 407 distributions of P in and R min for all stars assessed for these calculations. Forty-eight planets 408 and ∼57,000 stars actually contributed to the statistics.
409
The presence of a planet in the HZ is known only with confidence p HZ . To account non-negligible effect on the identification of HZ planets.
434
These priors do not include the probability that a planet will transit its host star and 
437
The geometric transit probability R * /a, where a is the semimajor axis, is proportional to 438 τ 2/3 and could be included readily enough: this factor will favor stellar models with larger 439 radii. However, the probability of transit detection is primarily related to transit depth 440 δ ≈ (R p /R * ) 2 and for a given δ, a prior on stellar radius is ultimately a prior on planet positives. There are additional, but perhaps minor complexities: the probability of a transit 445 occurring and being detected will also depend on e, φ, b, as well as D, the transit duration.
446
For these reasons, I do not include transit detection as a prior. 
456
The total number of candidate HZ planets is not sensitive to the precise irradiation 457 limits. Because of detection bias towards short-period orbits, there are very few detected 458 planets beyond the HZ (Fig. 6) . For an Earth-like planet with 100% cloud cover, 459 the runaway greenhouse irradiation limit is 23% higher than the 50% cloud-cover case given the agreement with spectroscopy (Fig. 3) these are likely to be comparatively small.
465
Of course, the HZ described here only applies to Earth-like planets with a surface pressure 
479
Another obstacle is that accurate modeling of the lightcurves of planets transiting
480
M dwarfs must correctly account for significant limb darkening in the Kepler pass-band.
481
Erroneous transit durations, acting through the prior described in Section 2.3, can bias the 482 analysis towards models with incorrect radii: a 10% error in R * leads to a ∼30% error in 483 L * . This is sufficient to "move" a planet completely outside the HZ, or at least decrease the this analysis generates a robustly-defined catalog to prioritize such work.
495
The Gaia (originally Global Astrometric Interferometer for Astrophysics) mission,
496
scheduled for launch in October 2013, will obtain parallaxes with a sky-averaged, end-of- stars and the sizes of the planest that inhabit them, I re-calculated P i (Eqn. 1) for all 501 models using a prior for distance modulus p µ based on Gaia's expected precision:
where µ 0 is the most probable distance modulus from the original analysis, and 503 σ µ ≈ 8.7 × 10 µ 0 /5−4 is the uncertainty in µ from a 40 µas precision in parallax.
504
The 95% confidence intervals in radius and stellar irradiance of the 62 HZ candidates 505 were re-calculated and are shown in Fig. 10 . The most probable values are unchanged, but 506 the fractional errors in radius and irradiance are reduced by a factor of ∼5, from a median 507 of 10% and 24%, respectively, to 1.7% and 5%, (equating 95% confidence intervals to 4σ). 
520
With such precision, it should be possible to locate planets within different regions completeness is better quantified for smaller planets (Fig. 9) , and the luminosities of the 534 stars are better established (Fig 10) . This estimate is only marginally higher than that A. Derivation of a uniform probability distribution for extinction
637
If the probability distribution of stars with distance x along the line of sight is f (x) 638 and the density of dust is g(x), then the total column density of dust along the line of sight 639 to a particular star is
where A 0 is a constant factor. The probability of extinction to any randomly selected star 641 falling between A and A + dA is
However, from Eqn. A1, dx/dA is simply g(x) −1 and if f (x) and g(x) are identically 643 distributed with x, then p(A) is a constant, i.e. uniformly distributed over the range of 644 allowed values.
645
This manuscript was prepared with the AAS L A T E X macros v5.2. a MP = most probable value, LL = 95% lower limit, UL = 95% upper limit 
